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A rabbi calling from the dark

Norman Finkelstein honored for 40 years of contributions to Jewish studies
B Y K EVIN T HOMAS
Editor-In-Chief
A consortium of faculty,
staff, students, scholars and
creatives from Xavier, Hebrew Union College (HUC)
and the Cincinnati community convened in the Conaton
Board Room on Tuesday to
honor English professor Norman Finkelstein, Ph.D., as he
completes his victory lap after
teaching at Xavier for almost
40 years.
The event, a culmination
of Finkelstein’s work in the
field of Jewish studies at
Xavier, was called “A Scribe
turned into a Scribe” and was
organized by Xavier’s Jewish
Studies program, which Finkelstein helped to start and
was the first director of.
Christine Thomas, Ph.D.,
the current director of the
Jewish Studies program, said
that she wanted to honor him
because of the immense contribution he has made to both
the Xavier community and the
field of Jewish studies.

“As soon as I set foot on
campus, it was very clear to
me that in this wonderful
group of people committed to
Jewish studies, Norman stood
out as someone really trying
to building community on
campus, bringing poets and
Jewish thinkers to campus and
in his teaching Jewish American literature,” Thomas said.
“…It became clear to me from
the beginning of last year
that I wanted to do something
to celebrate his work.”
This aspect of Finkelstein’s
tenure at Xavier has been one
of his favorites.
“One of the things that
I’ve always really liked about
being able to work here, both
in Jewish studies and in poetry, I’ve had the opportunity
to bring wonderful poets to
the campus,” Finkelstein said.
“When we inaugurated the
Jewish studies program, we
brought Jerome Rothenberg
in to do a reading… and I was
absolutely thrilled with that.
It meant so much to me to be
able to bring him in and have

Newswire photo by Kevin Thomas

Dr. Norman Finkelstein thanks those who came to honor him for his 40
years of contributions to Jewish studies at Xavier and in Cincinnati.

him read and have his figure
as a sort of symbol for what
we wanted to do with the program as it began.”
The event began with Timothy Quinn, Ph.D., chair of
Xavier’s philosophy department, recounting being invited to a party at Finkelstein’s
house shortly after joining
the philosophy department at
Xavier. He also addressed Finkelstein’s pedagogy, and the
way that Finkelstein complicated Jewish identity through
questions of racial and political justice.
This theme of complication was one that was present
in all discussion of Finkelstein’s pedagogy.
Thomas said that she believes Finkelstein has done a
great job educating students
on what Jewish identity means
and then problematizing what
it means.
“I hope (Finkelstein’s legacy) continues with this kind
of passion for and interest
in Jewish literature,” Thomas said, “but also willingness
to problematize what Jewish
identity means.”
Finkelstein’s work has been
more than just in the Xavier community. In the bookshelves lining the walls of the
Conaton Board Room, there
is a carefully curated display
of copies of books written
by current Xavier employees.
With the publishing of his
most recent book, Like a Dark
Rabbi: Modern Poetry and the
Jewish Literary Imagination,
on Monday, a dozen of these
spots now belong to Finkelstein.
This new book is Finkelstein’s sixth book of literary
criticism, and his second book
to be released in the last year.
The other book, which was

Newswire photo by Kevin Thomas

Dr. Norman Finkelstein poses with his most recent work of literary
criticism, which was printed on Monday and focuses on Jewish poetry.

released in fall 2018, was his
seventh collection of poetry,
From the Files of the Immanent
Foundation.
The next speaker, David
Aaron, an HUC professor and
the co-chair of the Editorial
Board for the HUC Press —
who published Finkelstein’s
most recent book — examined the talents Finkelstein
brings to the academic world.
Aaron’s speaking on Finkelstein was somewhat atypical — instead of reading a
speech he had written about
his longtime friend, he instead
read an anonymous letter

written by a reviewer praising
Finkelstein’s writing.
Finkelstein had nothing
but gratitude at the prospect
of being honored for his contributions.
“I’m very touched,” Finkelstein said. “I was a little surprised when Christine Thomas proposed that we do this,
but I’m deeply honored. It
means a tremendous amount
to me.”
In typical Finkelstein style,
he ended the event reading
two of his own poems, including the one from which the
event got its name: “Scribe.”
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Historian speaks at E/RS event

Author and scholar, Nancy Isenberg, discusses the origin of the class divide

B Y A LEYA J USTISON
6WDৼ:ULWHU

As the second part of this
year’s Ethics/Religion and Society (E/RS) series, students
and faculty piled into Kennedy
Auditorium to listen to Nancy
Isenberg’s presentation, “The
Rural Roots of Class Politics in America.” This event,
which took place on Monday
night, was the continuation of
the program’s “Conversations
Across the American Divide.”
The author of White Trash:
a 400-Year History of the Untold Story of Class in America
(2016), Isenberg was invited
to speak as a part of the series
that explores the reasons and
potential solutions for conflict
in society.
As stated on the E/RS
website, “This country has
never been free of contention
and disagreement, and it never should be, but the growing
antagonism has made it increasingly difficult to engage
in civil and reasonable discussions.”
The organizers of the series, which runs until 2021,
hope to bring engaging speakers from diverse backgrounds

to Xavier so as to begin open
dialogue about difficult issues.
Isenberg fits this description as both a scholar and
writer, having published six
books in her lifetime while
also working as a history professor at Louisiana State University.
Her 2016 book examines
the origin of class division
and conflict in America. Her
previous works, which critically explore historical figures
and time periods, include Sex
and Citizenship in Antebellum
America, Fallen Founder: the
Life of Aaron Burr and Madison and Jefferson.
As is customary at an E/RS
panel, the event was separated
into three sections: a 30-minute dialogue given by Isenberg, a Xavier student and
faculty panel and concluding
questions and comments.
Isenberg’s talk delved into
a history that encompassed
the struggles and discrimination faced by those who experience poverty.
Her main message was to
show how, as a country, America has intentionally degraded
and dismissed the poor, par-

ticularly poor Whites. She
portrayed class as a reflection
of wealth and proposed that
Americans historically see
class in a person’s physical
appearance, geographical location and breeding.
This conversation evolved
into the history of stereotypes
surrounding
poor
White Americans and the effects of this discrimination
today, examining the origins
of terms like “White trash” or
“redneck.”
Isenberg hopes that her
work will reshape the way
Americans talk about class
and view people in poverty.
“Class language is never an
isolated category,” she said. “It
is always in comparison with
something else.”
The need for open dialogue
was a common theme among
the panelists: Dr. John Fairfield of the history department, Dr. Kandi Stinson of
the sociology department and
Philosophy, Politics and the
Public students Briana Ruzanka and Isabella Serna. The
panelists shared their reactions to the talk and discussed
how it is applicable to life at

Tweets of the Week

Take a
minute to
check out
the best
Xavierrelated
Twitter
content
from the
past week

Xavier.
“The Xavier bubble is objectively a politically apathetic space,” Ruzanka said when
discussing her experience
as a Manresa leader. She noticed a significant withdrawal
of input from students when
it came to discussing politics
and views.
The issue of class differences within Xavier was
highlighted by Stinson. In a
study her department con-

ducted, she noted that 20% of
students on campus reported
experiencing food insecurity.
Moreover, that number is increasing, showing that poverty is not only outside of the
Xavier experience.
All those in attendance of
the event were given a free
copy of Isenberg’s book. The
next E/RS event scheduled as
part of “Conversations Across
the American Divide” will be
in February.

October 21
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
 Senator Noor El-Ansary and Senator Mickey
Townsend are still working out the details of
a possible event that would promote healthy
eating. This event would encompass helping
students learn how to eat healthy in the caf
and in their daily lives.
 Senator Chuck Collins proposed looking into
the possibility of getting first-year Xavier
students access to bus passes. This could potentially help first-years who do not have a car
on campus and are looking for a cheaper option for getting around Cincinnati.
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English dept. celebrates writing

B Y C HARLIE G STALDER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Xavier’s English department commemorated the 30th
anniversary of the Writing
Center on Thursday with its
Celebration of Writing. The
event took place in the Conaton Learning Commons
(CLC) and featured three
panels that discussed various
forms of writing, as well as a
presentation of a gift for Dr.
James A. Glenn, who helped
found the Writing Center
back in 1989.
Dr. Renea Frey, an English
professor and director of
Xavier’s Writing Program,
helped plan the celebration.
She said that the event was

organized in a collaborative
effort of four different groups:
the Writing Center, the Writing Program, McDonald Library and the Dean’s Office
of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
She also said she felt the
event could not have been organized at a more perfect time.
“It’s the 30th anniversary of
the Writing Center, the CLC
has been open for 10 years and
it’s right around the National
Day of Writing,” she said.
The National Day of Writing
was recognized on Sunday. All
these factors contributed to
the decision to host the event.
The first panel was entitled
“Academic Writing Across the

Photo courtesy of Twitter

Depicted above is the creative writing panel, which consisted of English
faculty and students, at the Celebration of Writing event last Thursday.

Disciplines” and focused on
the importance of writing as
a skill throughout all fields.
It featured professors from
Xavier’s management, communications, history, nursing
and English programs. An
emphasis was placed on outlining the differences in writing for each discipline, and
students were encouraged to
ask questions.
Students studying different
disciplines were in attendance,
such as first-year business
undecided student Christian
Jordan. According to Jordan,
the primary reason for his
presence at the Celebration
of Writing was to learn more
about writing. “Writing is
something that interests me
and that you can really learn a
lot from,” he said.
The second panel, “Beyond
the Classroom Writing Support,” featured representatives
from the McDonald Library,
Writing Center and Career
Services. Panelists discussed
the ways the Writing Center
could be used effectively, including the three categories
that help is broken up into:
development, revision and
style/grammar/mechanics.
The third panel spoke on
creative writing and featured
three faculty members of the

3
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Assistant Director of Public Services for McDonald Library, Alison
Morgan, shown next to James A. Glenn, who was recognized on Thursday.

English Department, as well
as two students. While there
was a strong emphasis on
poetry, which each panelist
practices, all forms of creative
writing were discussed.
Dr. Norman Finkelstein
read one of his own poems
and shared part of his creative process. Professor Anne
McCarty spoke about the creative writing poetry class and
the Clocktower Review, Xavier’s literary magazine. Additionally, Professor Jacki Lyon
explained her views on the use

of dialogue and how to manage criticism.
One of the student panelists, junior Will Roberts, provided a student’s perspective
on writing. He shared what
poetry means to him and how
he believes creative writing
has progressed on campus. He
then read one of his pieces.
Roberts also participates in
slam poetry events and competitions.
The Writing Center is located in CLC 400, and its
hours vary on a daily basis.
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Brexit deadline rapidly approaches

Deal reached with EU, but a vote in Parliament is postponed in special session
B Y W ILL R IPPEY
Guest Writer

UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnson secured a Brexit deal
from the European Union that
was approved, unanimously
by the 27 EU member states.
However, the UK Parliament
postponed a vote on the deal
in a special session on Saturday.
Johnson’s negotiated deal
successfully avoided creating
a hard border between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland while retaining
many of the aspects of the
original exit deal.
Additionally, the proposed
exit deal claims to avoid many
of the negative economic outcomes that were predicted to
occur in a “hard exit.”
“This is a great deal for our
country,” Johnson said.
“I also believe it’s a very
good deal for our friends in
the EU.”
However, the deal was met
Screengrab Courtesy of Flickr
with backlash in Parliament.
UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson secured a Brexit deal with the European Union, but the UK Parliament
Speaker of the House of postponed a vote on the deal in a special session on Oct. 19. Johnson’s deal avoided a hard border with Ireland.
Commons John Bercow denied a motion to introduce the ernment now has until Oct. seeking amendments to the with criticism by Brexit supproposal after UK legislators 31 to pass a deal in Parliament bill introducing the plan, in- porters. UK Brexit Secrevoted to delay voting on the to avoid a hard exit. Current- cluding the addition of a ref- tary Stephen Barclay issued a
bill.
ly, the pro-Brexit Conserva- erendum from UK leaders for statement saying, “This is the
“It seems the prime min- tive Party only controls 288 the bill to be ratified.
chance to leave the EU with
ister has negotiated an even of the 650 seats in the House
Additionally, many rep- a deal on the 31st. If Parliaworse deal than Theresa of Commons, significantly resentatives have expressed ment wants to respect the
May’s, which was overwhelm- stifling the party’s capacity concerns over how the plan (2016) referendum, it must
ingly rejected,” Opposition to pass a deal through Parlia- would be implemented follow- back the bill.”
leader Jeremy Corbyn of the ment.
ing the exit.
This latest rebuke by ParLabour Party said. The govOpposition leaders are
This stance has been met liament has forced Johnson

to request a three-month extension of the Brexit deadline from the EU, a request to
which member states have not
yet responded.
“We will have somewhat
more clarity in the coming
days, and we will then exercise
our responsibility and quickly
make a decision,” Germany’s
Economic Minister Peter Altmair said.
The member states have
said they prefer a soft Brexit because a hard exit would
significantly damage the EU
economy and disrupt immigration and travel throughout
Europe. Experts believe that
a deadline extension is likely,
although the duration of that
extension is hard to predict.
Despite requesting the
delay, Johnson himself has
expressed disapproval for
pushing back the exit date. In
an address, he called the delay “pointless, expensive and
deeply corrosive of public
trust.”
French President Emmanuel Macron has also expressed
concern that the delay would
not be beneficial to the UK
or the EU. However, with no
approval of a delay from the
EU and the current Oct. 31
deadline looming, the future
of Brexit is still uncertain. A
hard exit is becoming increasingly real for the country with
fewer than 10 days left before
the official withdrawal date.

The week in review: no police notes edition

Tea bags, twins delivering twins, animal blood, shoes, pet rats, cruise selfies, long flights and pearls
livered by identical twin A woman later said she had
 A Danish teen broke her
nurses at a hospital in Geor- thrown away the tag, which
own Guinness World Regia. The birth was the first started beeping after she cut
cord by amassing a coltime the nurses had worked it off the shoes (Oct. 18).
lection of 1,237 tea bag
in the same delivery room
covers. She began col A woman living in a van in
together (Oct. 17).
lecting the covers in 2010
San Diego agreed to give up
after watching her grandmother use them for craft  Animal blood filled an Iowa all 320 of her pet rats after
family’s basement because an investigation by the city’s
projects (Oct. 16).
of a shared drainage system Humane Society. The rats
with a slaughterhouse. The had gnawed the van’s wiring
 A golfer added 58 penalty
shared pipe has since been and burrowed into its seats
shots at the Senior LPGA
covered with concrete (Oct. (Oct. 18)
Tour after unknowingly
Photo courtesy of Facebook
17).
violating a rule preventThis
cow
is
ready
to
go
on
yet
another
destructive
rampage in Germany.
 A woman was removed from
ing caddies from lining up
behind players for shots.  The bomb squad investi- a cruise ship and banned for  A 1,300-pound cow destroyed to 30 months (Oct. 21).
gated a beeping noise in a life after climbing onto a bal- a greenhouse, crushed a  A SWAT team broke up an
She joked about setting a
trashcan near government cony to take a selfie. Another scooter and wrecked a police 8-year-old’s birthday party
world record for penalty
buildings in Atlanta only passenger took a photo of the car before it was recaptured. while pursuing a suspect
shots (Oct. 16).
to find a discarded securi- woman while she was posing, Police in Bavaria, Germany, who had barricaded himself
ty tag from a pair of shoes. which the cruise company had to dispatch multiple cars in the host’s backyard shed.
 Identical twins were deused to identify her (Oct. 19). and a helicopter to rein in the The partygoers were sent
“highly aggressive” cow (Oct. to a nearby park and later
returned to the house for
 The longest commercial 20).
cake (Oct. 22).
flight from New York City to
Sydney, Australia, was com-  An 11-year-old boy completpleted. The flight lasted 19 ed his goal of running a half  A runner’s race bib reading
hours, 16 minutes and trav- marathon in all 50 states with “Jesus Saves” turned out to
eled more than 10,000 miles the final race occurring in be prophetic when he was
Des Moines, Iowa. He started saved by a man named Je(Oct. 20).
running races at age 9 (Oct. sus after collapsing with an
irregular heartbeat during
 The world’s oldest pearl was 20).
the race. Jesus Bueno, a
found off the coast of the
United Arab Emirates. It was  Britain’s largest family is nurse anesthetist, was runnow expecting baby number ning behind the man who
discovered amid the ruins of
a Stone Age settlement and 22. Sue Radford, 44, and her collapsed and performed
Screengrab courtesy of Youtube
is estimated to be 8,000 years husband, Noel, 48, have chil- CPR on him until paramedOne set of twins were brought into this world by another set of twins. old (Oct. 20).
dren ranging in age from 11 ics arrived (Oct. 22).
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Netanyahu fails to form government

Former Israeli Chief of General Staff Benny Gantz tapped to form a new government
B Y A LEYA J USTISON AND
R YAN K AMBICH
6WDৼ:ULWHUV
On Monday, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
announced his failure to form
a government. After having
28 days to form a 61-seat
majority, Netanyahu failed to
persuade enough members of
the Israeli Parliament, known
as the Knesset, to join his
center-right Likud party in
a coalition government. As a
result Israeli President Reuven Rivlin’s selected former
Chief of General Staff Benny
Gantz to move forward with
the
government-formation
process.
During last month’s election, around 30 different political parties fought for their
portion of the 120-member
Knesset. Ultimately, nine parties garnered enough votes
for seats in the Knesset, the
smallest of which holds five
seats.
That election saw Israel’s
two largest parties, the largely
incumbent Likud Party (headed by Netanyahu) and the upand-coming Blue and White
Party (headed by Gantz) pitted against one another for
leadership of the Knesset.
The two parties finished almost identically in the election, with the final vote resulting in a less than one percent
lead for the Blue and White
Party. However, neither party

Photo courtesy of Kremlin.ru

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has failed to form a government following a recent election. Former
Israeli Chief of General Staff Benny Gantz can now move forward with forming a new government of his own.

was able to secure a majority in the Knesset, prompting
Rivlin to use his presidential
power to select Netanyahu as
the best candidate to form a
new government coalition.
Netanyahu
was
then
charged with the task of securing an agreement of members of the Knesset to join his
coalition government and to
secure the required 61-seat
majority.
Netanyahu is the longest
serving prime minister in Is-

rael’s history and was seeking his fourth term in office.
Netanyahu had pleaded with
Gantz in the past to join his
coalition and form a unified
government.
Gantz refused because of
two outstanding corruption
indictments against Netanyahu, with a third corruption
case currently under investigation.
After the 28 days that Netanyahu was allotted to form
a coalition, he announced that

he had given up.
The formation of a new
government is now charged
to Rivlin, who selected Gantz
to move forward with his own
28 day period to form a government.
This will be the first time
Netanyahu has failed to win a
majority in a decade. It comes
at a time when Netanyahu is
fending off multiple corruption investigations and moving his Likud Party to the
hard right on multiple issues,

such as Israeli settlements in
the West Bank.
Both of these changes may
have made Netanyahu’s formerly successful party less
appealing to centrist Israeli
voters.
Gantz had previously
served in Netanyahu’s government as the head of the
Israeli Defense Forces, but
broke with Netanyahu’s shift
to the right and sought to
present a more moderate alternative in recent elections.
In light of recent criminal charges against the prime
minister, some believe faith in
Netanyahu had been shaken,
giving a new candidate an opportunity to supplant him.
“From the election ties
alone, what I saw was a big
power shift in some ways.
What had made Netanyahu
maintain the power he once
had is starting to dwindle,”
first-year political science and
international business major
Dale Hyde said.
Gantz’s centrist leaning
has helped him win the support of parties on the left,
including parties that have refused to join a coalition with
Netanyahu. If he is able to
form a coalition, he will become prime minister of Israel.
If Gantz is unable and the
Knesset votes against holding
another election, Netanyahu
will still have a chance to remain in power.

Statewide “Tobacco 21” begins to take effect

B Y J OSEPH C OTTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU

On Thursday, Ohio’s “Tobacco 21” law went into effect,
banning the sale of nicotine
products to those under the
age of 21 statewide. The bill
was signed by Governor Mike
DeWine on July 18. Ohio joins
17 other states and Washington, D.C., in adopting “Tobacco 21” legislation.
The age restriction applies
to traditional tobacco products such as cigarettes, cigars
and pipe tobacco as well as
electronic nicotine delivery
systems, including e-cigarettes and tanks.
The restriction doesn’t apply to nicotine replacement
therapy products, such as
nicotine patches, that are designed to be used when quitting nicotine products.
Unless with a parent or
guardian, it is illegal for people under the age of 21 to possess or use nicotine products.
The enacted law also does
not include a “grandfather”
clause which would exempt
those who turned 18 before
the law went into effect from
the ban. Governor DeWine
removed this provision from
the original bill via a line-item
veto.
The penalty for clerks who
sell restricted nicotine prod-

Photo courtesy of wikicommons

Ohio’s “Tobacco 21” law went into effect on Thursday. The law bans the sale of nicotine products to those
under the age of 21 statewide. Ohio is the 18th state to pass the law. Xavier became “tobacco free” on July 1.

ucts to those under the age of
21 is a fourth degree misdemeanor, which carries a maximum sentence of 30 days in
jail and a fine of up to $250
for a first offence. Retailers
are subject to a fine of up to
$2,000. Retailers are also required to post signs outside
of their buildings indicating
that it is illegal to sell tobacco and alternative nicotine

products to anyone under the
age of 21. Workers under the
age of 21 will still be able to
handle nicotine products as a
function of their employment.
“I support (Tobacco 21),”
sophomore Mathew Dixon said. “Nicotine is a natural pesticide so we probably
shouldn’t be putting that anywhere near us.” When asked
about the severity of the pun-

ishments, Dixon went on to
say he thought they were excessive.
“I can see them putting the
punishment that high to deter people, but a misdemeanor
seems like overkill.”
The law will be enforced
by unannounced compliance
checks through a third-party.
The checks will be carried out
by trained underage youth and

young adults that will attempt
to purchase tobacco products.
Advocates of the law see
it as an effort to reduce the
rates of nicotine consumption
among high schoolers, specifically the 15 to 17-year-old demographic.
“Raising the sales age for
tobacco and vaping products
from 18 to 21 means that those
who can legally obtain these
products are less likely to be
in the same social networks
as high school students,” Ohio
Department of Health Director Dr. Amy Acton stated.
Acton went on to say that
nicotine use during adolescence and young adulthood
has long-term impacts on
brain development.
“(Tobacco 21 isn’t a good
thing) because it’s pretty
restrictive,” sophomore Jacob Battaglino said. “I think
the people who have already
turned 18 should still be able
to buy.” However, he went on
to say that he believes overall
the law will have good effects
by preventing high schoolers
from getting vape pens.
On July 1, Xavier University adopted a “smoke, tobacco
and nicotine free” policy. According to the policy, the use
of any tobacco product or nicotine delivery system on campus is prohibited.
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Slow down; in life and while driving

If one more person cuts
me off in traffic, I am going
to scream.
One of my biggest pet
peeves is when people are bad
drivers. I hate watching people switch lanes without using
a turn signal or not understand what “right turn on red
except from right lane” means.

Hannah Schulz is the
Head Copy Editor for the
Newswire. She is a senior
Digital Innovation, Film
and Television major from
Cincinnati.

It blows my mind when people
seem to either ignore or not
comprehend what these basic,
everyday traffic laws mean.
Why does this happen? Are
people in that big of a hurry, or do they just think they
won’t be caught? Turn signals are a flip of the wrist, and
running yellow lights when
it’s risky will maybe
save
you a few seconds of drive
time. Is it really worth it?
I’m far from a perfect driver — I exceed the speed limit
and mess with my music often
while driving. I won’t claim
to be a saint, but I find it unnecessary for people to constantly break laws that are put
in place to make us safe. Is it
worth it to go 60 mph in a 35
mph zone and risk the possibility of crashing and killing
a pedestrian or someone in another car?
More than 37,000 people
died in car crashes in 2017,

according to the Insurance
While our laws across the
Institute for Highway Safety. board aren’t perfect, obeying
And what’s worse, all of these the law is more than worth
deaths were preventable. We it if it saves even one life, let
as a soalone
ciety are
We as a society are always 37,000.
a lw ay s
And if
running running everywhere — rarely it saves
e v e r y - taking a second to breath. We y o u
w h e r e need to slow down and think m o n e y,
— raremany
about our actions and what as
ly takof
us
ing
a the possible outcomes are.
don’t
second
have a
to breathe. We need to slow lot of it to spare, I feel that’s a
down and think about our ac- worthy cause.
tions and what the possible
I understand that there are
outcomes are.
some traffic laws that don’t
While it’s less likely that make sense. For example, why
not using your turn signal should I be going 45 mph on
will kill someone, there’s al- this section of highway when
ways a chance someone is in there’s no construction going
your blind spot and you won’t on? Closed lanes also seem
notice until it’s too late. You closed for a longer stretch
don’t think it’ll happen to you than they should be. And
until it does. And besides, who please, don’t get me started
really wants to pay a $100 fine on zipper merges. Yes, I know
to the government?
how they’re supposed to work

in theory, but they just don’t
in application. I’m not letting
someone over at the last second when they’re just trying
to speed by traffic.
There’s also the issue that
traffic laws vary by state or
city. In some places, bicycles
are allowed on the sidewalk,
while in other places, they
must remain on the road. It’s
a good idea to be educated on
traffic laws in whatever city
or state you are living in. If
you want to learn something
you’ll use often, educate yourself on how to properly encounter bicyclists while driving, as I’ve had many people
almost hit me while riding to
and from class. My bicyclist
friends and I thank you.
Next time you’re driving,
put down your phone, use
your turn signal and go a decent speed. Your destination
isn’t moving, it’ll be there
when you arrive.

Much more than a “slavery symposium”
Xavier recently called a
truce with our crosstown rival, University of Cincinnati
(UC), to co-host the Universities Studying Slavery (USS)
Fall 2019 Symposium. This
event directly demonstrated
Father Graham’s commitment to repairing, healing and
reconciling Xavier’s historical
connections to slavery. However, the symposium has been
referred to as a slavery symposium. While it may only
seem like semantics or an abbreviation to some, to call it a
slavery symposium is to misrepresent the purpose of the
experience.
Xavier and UC did not put
enslaved Africans on display
in Cintas Center and Tangeman University Center. Our
attendees were not slave owners coming to examine the
health of newly arrived Africans. Our panelists were not
stripped of their religion, native language or their humanity. There were no overseers
making sure individuals could
not escape or take their own
lives.
To shorten the “Universi-

ties Studying Slavery Symposium” to “Slavery Symposium”
rather than “USS Symposium”
is disrespectful to all those involved in the planning and
successful execution of the
event. We cultivated dialogue,
relationships and action to
undo the very harms done in
the facilitation of actual slavery symposiums. I make this
assertion not to condemn but
to bring awareness to just how
important it was for Xavier to
co-host this gathering.
Xavier is one of three Jesuit universities that have
membership in the Universities Studying Slavery Consortium, governed by the University of Virginia. The other
two are Georgetown University and Saint Louis University. However, conversations
on campus have not included
the surrounding communities. Both Georgetown and
Saint Louis University directly owned and sold slaves and
both Georgetown and Saint
Louis University have largely
kept the conversation within
their confines of campuses.
Father Graham stated on

the local news, in campus
videos and in letters that the
most important part for him
is encouraging this conversation. The conversation is not
a simple, “Xavier University
has historical connections to
slavery.” Almost every institution in the United States can
have that conversation. For
Graham and Dr. Kyra Shahid,
“the conversation” that Xavier is supposed to be having is
much deeper.
Repair, healing and reconciliation are the next steps for
the Stained Glass Initiative.
Repair requires understanding that everyone, regardless of race, is broken. This
includes all members of the
Xavier community and the
surrounding neighborhoods.
The unwillingness, nervousness and heightened sensitivity when it comes to engaging the legacy of slavery and
racism in the U.S. mean that
there is a wound. Ignoring a
wound does not heal it, and if
a wound does not heal, the rest
of the body can and often will
be affected. And where there
is no healing, reconciliation is

not even an option, which explains why people have to ask,
“What do you mean by reconciliation?”
Xavier’s historical connections to slavery are more
indirect than those of our
other Jesuit counterparts, yet
our university’s response carries immense weight. We did
not simply co-host a “slavery
symposium.” We cultivated an
international experience that
explored the intricate effects
and legacy of slavery in higher education. Our goal was to
engage spirit more than mind.
Panels discussed topics
like violent evangelism and
race-related trauma.
The
second Diasporic Soul Healing-Center Leadership Development Experience Cohort
made the hairs stand up on
backs of necks when all 11
students came together for
the first time since traveling
to Senegal, West Africa. They
shed tears but also celebrated the tools of restoration
and resistance they obtained
from the experience. Our
Artist-in-Residence, Angela
Franklin, introduced herself

to campus, and her intentionality, imagination, brilliance and skill were displayed
through her previously completed works.
Moving forward, the gender and diversity studies/sociology departments are currently searching for a critical
race studies professor who
will be the first professor solely dedicated to the area. The
first steps have been taken to
repair so that we may heal and
reconcile as a university.
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Campus responses to controversy
The Demonstrators

If you truly love an institution,
you’ll never stop critiquing it, because
the day you do is the day you’ve failed
it. That’s why we, as pro-choice students at Xavier, are writing to you: To
explain our position and dedication to
making the university we love a place
where all students can flourish.
Across Xavier’s campus, pro-life
groups can discuss and present a very
narrow view of reproductive justice
without any fear of repercussions
from the administration. As prochoice students, we do not have that
same right. We are not able to start
our own club, host our own events
or provide resources to help Xavier
students become educated on the full
spectrum of views about reproductive
justice. Whether it’s a student’s position that abortion should be legalized
at every stage throughout pregnancy, only before a heartbeat is detected, only before the final trimester or
something else, those ideas should be
presented at a university that values
diversity of thought.
We want to make it abundantly clear
that we are not attempting to limit
what Students for Life can do. We are
asking for equity of expression and
that all restrictions on our speech be
lifted.
Throughout the last week, the most
common critique we have received
is that we should accept this lack of
equity because we attend a Catholic
university. This critique fails to consider that we aren’t asking Xavier to
endorse our viewpoints; we are asking
it to allow us to share, explore and educate other students.
Throughout our Jesuit education,
we have been taught to question and
engage in dialogue with each other
about everything we learn to ensure
our fundamental beliefs are something we can truly believe in. However, abortion has become the one
issue that Xavier has specifically not
allowed us to follow this teaching
on. Nothing should be held sacred
or accepted as true without proper research, discussion and analysis.
Xavier students cannot be expected
to fully understand the nuances of reproductive justice if only anti-choice
views are presented.
48% of Xavier’s students are not
Catholic, and the Xavier community embraces them and the diversity
they provide. Having students with
differing backgrounds and viewpoints
helps us all to grow. Why should we
not include the full spectrum of viewpoints surrounding reproductive justice?
We have a Muslim Student Association, a Jewish chaplin and countless
Protestant organizations to celebrate
religions that are not inherently Cath-

This piece was written and endorsed by:
Miles Tiemeyer
Sam Peters
Trey Espionsa
Isabella Serna
Jaret Hughes
Grayson Walker
Aaron Ticknor
Abby O’Keefe
Ben Leraris

Students for Life

olic. There are even clubs that advocate
At Xavier, the ability to host a promagainst climate justice and against hu- inent pro-life speaker such as Kristan
mane immigration reform, all of which Hawkins provides the opportunity to
are contrary to Jesuit values. The opin- publicly express the unchanging Cathions expressed by these clubs do not olic stance on the injustice and dangers
align with the totality of Church doc- of abortion. Being able to continue an
trine, but that does not mean they are or ongoing discussion is something Xavishould be suppressed. Why is reproduc- er Students for Life strives for, which is
tive justice the exception?
why the component of a Q&A with the
Even for the 52% of Xavier’s cam- speakers we host is important to incorpus who identify as Catholic, there is porate.
no guarantee their beliefs are in accorWhen discussing free speech at a
dance with Church teaching. According private Catholic university, it must
to the Guttmatcher Institute, 98% of first be noted that a private institution
sexually active Catholic women will use can regulate what types of groups can
a method of birth control banned by the and cannot be on campus. Further, it is
Vatican, something Xavier will not talk an undeniable, unwavering stance of
about nor provide. After all, the gag rule the Catholic Church that abortion is
on reproductive issues stretches beyond wrong. Therefore, Catholic institutions
the legality of abortion. We are unable are expected to uphold that same belief
to safely distribute birth control and among their student bodies.
other contraceptives or discuss them
As a Catholic educator, Xavier has
without fear of repercussions. A con- the responsibility of cultivating the
versation about safe sex practices and morals and souls of its students, not
access to resources, such as birth control just their minds. Many try to twist the
words
and cona n d
doms, is
founimperd a ative in
tions
preventof the
ing unJesuits
wanted
to fit
pregtheir
nancies.
o w n
Prebeliefs,
venting
to pick
these
a n d
pregp u l l
nancies
what
is
the
t h e y
only way
want
to truly
to hear
halt the
r ather
need for
than
abortion
what
c a r e .
is said,
H owevbut acer, the
;DYLHUKDV\HWWRFOHDUO\GHÀQHLWVSRVLWLRQ
tions
one-sidfollowing preliminary reporting by the
speak
ed view
Newswire.
louder
of
ret h a n
productive justice allowed on campus does words, and so we support Xavier’s stnot highlight this connection. Xavier nace in defense of the Catholic teaching
needs to open up discussion surround- of life.
ing reproductive justice beyond the anIn 2018, the Jesuits published “Proti-choice position.
tecting the Least Among Us: A StateWe understand that for many people, ment of the Society of Jesus in the
this issue can seem extremely black and United States on Abortion,” in which
white. However, there is a wide spec- they said:
trum of viewpoints about abortion, and
in order for Xavier students to under“As our Jesuit brother and our
stand the issue fully, all views must be
Holy Father, Pope Francis highallowed to be explored.
lights our concern: ‘Among the
There must be discussion on camvulnerable for whom the Church
pus beyond how a zygote is impactwishes to care with particular love
ed by abortion. Let’s talk about how a
and concern are unborn children,
lack of abortion care impacts women
the most defenseless and innocent
from different racial and socioeconomic
among us. Nowadays, efforts are
backgrounds unjustly, how prenatal and
made to deny them their human
childcare options are limited or nonexdignity and to do with them whatistent for many of those women and
ever one pleases, taking their lives
acknowledge that it is not only womand passing laws preventing anyen, but everyone with a uterus who deone from standing in the way of
serves bodily autonomy. These, among
this.’ May we always listen to the
other issues, need to be raised before
lives of the most vulnerable in our
we can assume that we are taking care
society and use our voice on their
of the least of neighbors by stripping
behalf.”
them of the ability to choose their own
our future.
Catholic universities are among
We, as pro-choice students, are not those who must speak for the voiceasking to perform abortions on Hus- less, the marginalized, the scared, the
man stage. We are not asking Xavier or defenseless and the unborn. It is the
anyone who attends this university to school’s duty to remain a pro-life instiendorse our views. We are asking to be tution. Pope John Paul II put it simply,
allowed to express them.
“When another category of persons is

Last Tuesday, speaker
Kristan Hawkins sparked
debate about free speech on
Xavier’s campus. We asked
Students for Life and the
demonstrators at this event
to speak about what this
event means to them and
how it affects free speech
on Xavier’s campus as a
Catholic institution.*

being oppressed in the fundamental
right to life, the Church feels in duty
bound to speak out with the same
courage on behalf of those who have
no voice.”
At a university, diversity of thought
is important. However, there is a very
clear and distinct difference between
freedom of speech in the classroom
and organized demonstrations that
directly, knowingly and unapologetically contradict the teachings of the
Catholic faith at a Catholic institution.
Pope John Paul II said,
“The acceptance of abortion in
the popular mind, in behavior
and even in law itself, is a telling
sign of an extremely dangerous
crisis of the moral sense, which
is becoming more and more incapable of distinguishing between good and evil, even when
the fundamental right to life is
at stake. Given such a grave situation, we need now more than
ever to have the courage to look
the truth in the eye and to call
things by their proper name,
without yielding to convenient
compromises or to the temptation of self-deception.”
There is an increasing muddling
of what abortion really is. It’s the responsibility of Xavier to nourish the
souls of its students and therefore
prevent any further convolution of
the matter through the sponsorship
of an anti-life organization. Xavier
has made it clear that it will not allow
a student group for abortion because
Catholic institutions do not participate or cooperate with evil ends.
At Xavier, we learn to stand up for
what is right and to have civilized conversations with those who disagree
with us to further our understanding
and education. Solidarity and kinship
is one of the six Jesuit values we focus
on. The university states, “Solidarity
and kinship invites us to walk alongside and learn from our companions,
both local and afar, as we journey
through life.” This is why events surrounding controversial topics encourage all with differing views to participate and engage in the conversation.
Dialogue will always be encouraged
and available at an institution such as
this, and Xavier Students for Life will
always provide a space where this conversation can happen with those who
attend and participate in such events.
But, as stated before, there is a very
distinct difference between open conversation and being a means of pursuing an anti-life end. This is why
we support and thank Xavier for the
firm position taken with regard to the
dangers and implications of anti-life
rhetoric on our Catholic campus.

This piece was written and endorsed by:
Kennedy Borchardt
Matt Benedek
Mikaela Grosz
Maggie Hohlefelder
Carson Rayhill
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Xavier blanks St. John’s in 3-0 shutout in Queens

Dewey nets league-leading 13th goal of season, Schembri tallies two assists
B Y J OE C LARK
6WDৼ:ULWHU
A 3-0 road win over St.
John’s saw impressive moves
by veteran players and gave
Xavier women’s soccer its
highest number of victories
in 17 years.
Redshirt senior Samantha
Dewey led the Musketeers’
offensive efforts, picking up
her team-leading 13th goal
of the season. Junior Sydney
Schembri tallied two assists
in the win last Sunday.
Dewey’s goal came early
into the match in the eighth
minute.
She got a feed from Schembri and put the ball in the back
of the net. It was Xavier’s
only goal of the first half and
was all the Musketeers needed offensively while blanking
the Red Storm on the defensive end.
The goal added to the preseason Big East Midfielder
of the Year’s league-leading
goal total, and she is now one
goal away from the thirdmost goals in a single season
in team history.
Three minutes into the second half, sophomore forward
Brooke Sroka put the Mus-

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Junior forward Sydney Schembri played a major role offensively in the Musketeers’ 3-0 win on the road
against St. John’s. She collected two assists (one in each half) to improve Xavier’s Big East record to 4-2-0.

keteers up 2-0 on an assist
from Schembri after redshirt
junior Carrie Lewis forced a
turnover on a St. John’s goal
kick. It was Sroka’s fourth
goal of the season — all of
which have come in confer-

ence play.
In the 88th minute, freshman midfielder Maddie Thiss
provided the finishing touch
and extra insurance by picking up her first goal as a Musketeer.

She scored by corralling
a rebound on a shot by redshirt senior midfielder Jessica Miller. This gave Xavier
a comfortable three-goal advantage.
Xavier outshot St. John’s

Rosenberg tallies 10-plus saves for second time this season
B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier men’s soccer had
a difficult assignment on the
road against No. 13 Georgetown, and despite their best
effort, the Musketeers fell 1-0
to the Hoyas last Saturday.
Redshirt junior Matthew
Rosenberg tallied 10 saves
for the second time this year,
holding a talented Georgetown offense to a single goal.
The only score in the game
came from the Hoyas’ Jacob
Montes off a rebound shot
by JB Fischer, his sixth score
of the year. The goal was
the only one given up by the
Musketeers’ defense in the
first half this season.
The Musketeers found
scoring production hard to
come by against a talented
Georgetown team. Seniors
Samson Sergi and Jacob
Goodall were offensive leaders with two shots apiece, and
each had a shot on goal.
The Musketeers scattered
seven shots throughout the
match, but Georgetown dominated possession, putting up
24 total attempts to Xavier’s
seven.
The Musketeers did not
attempt a corner kick and
only forced four shots on goal
compared to Georgetown’s
12 shots on target.
Against top 25 opponents
this season, Xavier’s record
now moves to 1-2-1, with the
lone win against an Akron
team that has since fallen out
of the rankings.
In Xavier’s last seven

20-3 and outnumbered the
Red Storm 12-1 in shots on
goal.
The three total shots tied
St. John’s season low in the
category.
The win improved Xavier’s overall record to 11-3-2
— the best for the program
since the Musketeers won 12
games in the 2003 season.
The Musketeers currently
stand at 4-2 in the Big East,
and with 12 points, they are
two points behind the conference leader, Georgetown.
In addition, sophomore
goalkeeper Olivia Jenkins’
shutout marked the ninth
match the Musketeers did not
allow a single goal.
This ties them for the second-most shutouts in program history along with the
1985, 1991 and 2018 squads.
With only three games remaining in the regular season,
the women’s team continues
its road stretch tomorrow as
it takes on Marquette.
The Musketeers have a favorable schedule coming up
with two of their last three
games against Big East teams
that are not in a position to be
in playoff contention if the
season ended now.

Xavier
Scores
Volleyball
The Musketeers split their
pair of matches against
Providence and Creighton
on the road last weekend.
Freshman outside hitter
MaryAnn O’Toole set a
career high with 16 kills
while freshman setter
Carrigan O’Reilly notched a
team season-high 35 assists
in the 3-1 win against the
Friars on Friday.
Cross Country
Junior Anna Kostarellis
placed 16th individually
last Saturday at the Under
Armour Pre-Nationals in
Terre Haute, Ind. She finished 16th individually out
of 252 runners, and her 6K
time of 20:33.7 marked a
career best in the race.
Xavier Basketball

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer
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transferring from UCF, totaled 10 or more saves for the second time this season against No. 13 Georgetown.

games, the team has only
scored four goals and has
been shut out in three of the
last four matches.
With the loss, Xavier fell
to 1-4 in Big East Conference
play, and the team now finds
itself last in the Big East
standings.
However, Xavier still has

time to make a late season
push in four of its next five
games against Big East Conference opponents — three of
which will be at home.
With the Big East postseason only a couple weeks away,
the Musketeers will need to
right the ship offensively to
have a shot at pushing them-

selves back into a better position come playoff time in a
few weeks.
Xavier’s next match comes
Wednesday at the XU Soccer Complex when the Musketeers take on a Seton Hall
team that is only three points
ahead of them in the Big
East.

Stay tuned for next week’s
basketball special edition when
the Xavier Newswire Sports
staff previews the upcoming
men’s and women’s hoops
seasons. Coverage will include
comments from media day in
addition to schedules, rosters,
newcomers, a look at each
team’s schedule, feature stories
and more!
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Kipchoge’s *record was a true collaborative effort
B Y E LLEN S IEFKE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
A few weeks ago, on a
cool morning in Vienna, Eliud Kipchoge took the world
by storm by becoming the
first person to break the twohour marathon barrier. He
ran 1:59:40 for 26.2 miles,
a whopping 4:33 per mile.
Imagine sprinting all out for
two hours, and you have an
idea of how fast he ran.
Let’s make one thing clear:
What Kipchoge did was incredible. Very few athletes
have the nascent talent and
work ethic necessary to make
his time possible, let alone
the confidence to attempt it.
Although the world record
had inched closer and closer
to two hours, actually breaking that barrier still seemed
mythical. That Kipchoge did
so is a testament to human
athletic potential.
However, several factors
place a big asterisk next to
his time. For one, this was not
an official marathon race but
an “exhibition event” put on
by INEOS, a British chemical
company. The course was designed to be flat and fast, consisting of a long straightaway
and a roundabout to minimize
right-angle turns. The course
also took place at sea level,
meaning there was plenty of
oxygen, and the organizers

Photo courtesy of Wiki Commons

Eliud Kipchoge’s record-breaking run is marked with an asterisk, but
beyond the surface level, the achievement was a collaborative effort.

scheduled eight different days
for the run so they could wait
for ideal weather conditions.
Second, Kipchoge had help
with pacers and access to carbrich beverages. These are the
two major reasons his time
will not count as a world record. Official rules specify that
all pacers must begin with
the runner and that runners
must retrieve drinks from a
course station. Instead, a rotating group of seven runners
formed a triangle in front of
him, and bikers provided him
with hydration.

Finally, and perhaps most
controversially,
Kipchoge
wore a special set of Nike
shoes yet to be released. A
carbon plate in the midsole
meant the shoes acted as
springs, helping him to run
lighter and faster.
These factors have stirred
debate within the runner and
non-runner
communities
about what it means to run
a marathon and the role of
money in the running world.
I find myself having mixed
reactions.
On the one hand, it’s easy

to take a cynical view, and as
a lifelong runner, I must confess my initial reaction was
to adopt a purist attitude and
dismiss his time, grumbling
about the infiltration of corporate sponsorship. After all,
this was a corporate event
that went against the spirit of
the marathon and the thrill of
racing — seeing how fast you
can go with the conditions
you’re given. Kipchoge didn’t
have to make any of the decisions you normally would
during a race, such as how fast
to start and where to surge.
So did he really run a marathon, or did he merely run
26.2 miles?
That said, when I really
think about what transpired
that morning, I find myself
more and more in awe of
what Kipchoge did. First of
all, not only did he have the
gumption to think he could
break two hours, he managed
to convince everyone else of
the same. A slew of people,
runners and non-runners, all
came together to make this
possible. Most inspiring to
me were the pacing groups:
Every person running with
Kipchoge really believed he
could do it, and I can attest to
the power of that pack mentality. It’s part of what makes
running so amazing: It brings
people together, inspiring

Mail sent to PSU player was offensive

them and uplifting them to
achieve something greater.
Second, 1:59:40 is insanely fast. Running a 4:33 mile
could win a state track title, and Kipchoge did that
26 times. There’s a reason
two hours was considered so
mythical. Even with the shoes,
course and pacing, only the
most athletic of individuals
could run like Kipchoge did.
He also couldn’t do what he
did without a superior work
ethic and true dedication to
his sport.
That brings me to my last
point: Kipchoge himself is
inspirational. He’s humble,
he’s kind and he’s a genuinely
good person. If INEOS had
chosen anyone else, it would
be easy to dismiss that time as
too contrived to gain respect.
But Kipchoge is an incredible
athlete and an incredible human being, someone who truly believes in inspiring others
through running. You can’t
help but root for him.
Yes, Kipchoge’s run defied
the spirit of the marathon,
but it was also a triumph of
athleticism and collaboration.
While record books will not
remember that morning in Vienna, I will remember that day
as demonstrating the power
of the sport of running and
its ability to bring people together to break barriers.

World Series
Opinion: We should stand in solidarity with student-athletes Predictions
B Y S AYO J OLAYEMI
Guest Writer
The Penn State football
team currently stands at 7-0,
and the Nittany Lions are
leaving little room for criticism involving the on-field
play.
Jonathan Sutherland, a
defensive back for the team,
had one of his best games of
the season a few weeks ago
against Pittsburgh, a game in
which he recorded five tackles.
Yet shortly after the game, he
received a letter from a man
who had graduated from Penn
State.
In this note, a man voiced
complaints about Sutherland’s
Photo courtesy of people.com
hairstyle (his dreadlocks),
Penn
State
defensive
back
Jonathan
Sutherland
was the recipient of an
calling them “awful,” “disevidently
racist
letter
from
a
fan,
and
the
response
has been widespread.
gusting” and “not attractive.”
The letter, which Penn frankly blatantly full of racist terviewed by ESPN journalist
State running back C.J. undertones, this letter speaks Holly Rowe, head coach James
Holmes shared on Twitter, volumes about the climate of Franklin voiced clear frustrahas been met with backlash the nation in which we cur- tion, stating, “The players did
this on their own.”
from not only the Penn State rently live.
Members of Penn State’s
The parallels between
community but also fans of
football team released a vari- this situation and the Colin
college football as a whole.
The author of the letter, ety of responses on social me- Kaepernick kneeling fiasco are
Dave Petersen, concluded by dia in support of their team- palpable.
The approach to treating
stating that even though he mate. Prior to their matchup
believes Sutherland has a fu- against Iowa on Oct. 12, the college athletes has always
ture in the NFL, he and his Nittany Lions sported shirts been rather rocky. Young
wife no longer watch profes- backing Sutherland that read adults who are dedicating
sional football because of “the “Chains, Tattoos, Dreads, & themselves to their studies
also represent their respective
disgusting tattoos, awful hair WE ARE.”
However, it wasn’t long universities on the athletic
and immature antics in the
before Penn State football field. Naturally, as represenend zone.”
Aside from being unneces- faculty confiscated the shirts tatives of the school, their
sary, inconsiderate and quite from the players. When in- names are associated with

how people view a particular
university.
It’s this train of thinking
that makes athletes responsible for doing the right thing
at all times because of the
weight they carry on their
shoulders.
This is why when they believe something is wrong, it’s
important that they speak out,
just as Holmes did.
It’s clear that while some
individuals are fans of athletes, they aren’t in support of
their thoughts or beliefs.
Thus, there is an existing
demographic that would prefer that these athletes stripped
themselves of their individuality. Fortunately, though,
there are people who fully
support athletes embracing
who they are in creative and
non-harmful ways.
There is no better example
than that of Mason Young, a
Penn State fan who wrote a
wholesome letter to Sutherland denouncing Petersen’s
ignorant comments with uplifting words and admiration.
He even called Sutherland’s
dreadlocks “magical” and expressed that he was Sutherland’s No. 1 fan.
Even though none of us attend Penn State, I’d like to believe WE ARE all on the side
of creative expression and uplifting one another.
After all, we’re all for one
and one for all.

Joe Clark
Astros in six behind two
wins from Gerrit Cole, who
will win World Series MVP.
Yordan Alvarez will break
out of his slump to hit two
clutch home runs for the
Astros in a series where runs
will come at a premium.
Will Pembroke
The Nats’ season is going
to end very soon in a quick
4-0 sweep at the hands of a
supremely talented Astros
team. I guess the good news
is that the Redskins and
Wizards ticket prices are
going to be cheap.
Hunter Ellis
I’ll take the Astros in seven.
They will lose Grienke’s
start, one of Verlander’s
starts and Peacock’s start.
Gerrit Cole is the exception
and will come out of the
bullpen in Game 7 to win a
Bumgardner-esque World
Series MVP.
Jake Geiger
Astros will take the series in
six games. Gerrit Cole will
stay true to his regular season form and be the World
Series MVP.
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Singer Lizzo accused of plagiarism
B Y H ANNAH H OVER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Singer, songwriter and
body positivity icon Lizzo has
been accused by at least three
people of plagiarism in the
past week.
Lizzo’s former producers,
brothers Justin Raisen and
Jeremiah Raisen, accused her
of stealing the line, “I just
took a DNA test, turns out
I’m 100% that b*tch,” in her
chart-topping song, “Truth
Hurts.”
On Oct. 15, Justin Raisen
posted a video on Instagram
that shows Lizzo working
with the two brothers, singing along to a song called
“Healthy,” in April 2017. In
the video, Lizzo can be heard
singing, “I just did a DNA
test, turns out I’m 100% that
b*tch.”
Justin commented on the
video stating, “On April 11th,
2017, we wrote a song called
‘Healthy’ w/ Lizzo, Jesse St.
John and Yves Rothman at
our studio. ‘I just took a DNA
test, turns out I’m 100%
that b*tch’ was taken from
‘Healthy’ and used in “Truth
Hurts.” We were never con-

tacted about being credited
for the use of the parts of
‘Healthy’ (melody, lyrics, and
chords) that appear in ‘Truth
Hurts.’”
Justin Raisen also claimed
that he contacted Lizzo’s
team to ask for 5% each for his
brother and himself but was
shut down. The singer’s attorney denied the allegations,
telling the New York Times,
“The Raisens are not writers
of ‘Truth Hurts.’ They did
not collaborate with Lizzo
or anyone else to create this
song, and they did not help
write any of the material that
they now seek profit from,
which is why they expressly renounced any claim to
the work, in writing, months
ago.” Lizzo has yet to respond
to the brothers’ claims herself.
The third musician to publicly accuse Lizzo is Cece Peniston, an early 1990s recording artist and beauty queen.
In the early ‘90s, she scored
five number one hits on Billboard’s Hot Dance Music
chart. Her most famous song,
“Finally,” reached the number
five spot on the Billboard Hot
100 in 1992. Peniston claims

that Lizzo stole the hook “Ya
Ya EE” from the introduction
of “Finally” and used it in
“Juice.”
Last Thursday, she posted
an 18-second video on Instagram comparing the two
songs. She also made a now
deleted post and commented,
“For everybody who thought
I was exaggerating on my
claims of #copyrightinfringement please go check out the
article I’m the the #3rd person who has said something
…just for the record and so
you understand … anytime
anybody uses a song over 7
seconds that’s using a ‘portion’ of their copyright, Lizzo
not only takes over that, she’s
used several times adding up
to about 40 seconds!”
Lizzo has not responded to
this claim either.
Lizzo’s lawyer said all of
the claims hold no merit. “Although it has become all too
commonplace for successful
artists to be subjected to these
type of opportunistic claims,
it is nevertheless disappointing that after all of her hard
work, Lizzo has to respond to
this specious claim.”

Photo courtesy of Metro.co.uk

Lizzo’s former collaborators Justin and Jeremiah Raisen, as well as ‘90s
recording artist Cece Peniston, have recently accused her of plagiarism.

Rock & Roll Hall of Fame announces nominees
B Y A NDREW Z ERMAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame (the Hall) in Cleveland
honors the best that the rock
genre has to offer. It recently
released a list of nominees
who will be vying for induction into the Hall of Fame.
The class of 2020 is one of
great merit, pointing to the
stiff competition each nominee faces.
The Hall of Fame considers acts from different eras
and genres of music. MC5,
the oldest band nominated, came into prominence at
the same time as the Beatles
and the Rolling Stones. Dave
Matthews Band and Soundgarden are among the newest
nominees having come from
the 1990s and representing
genres from Seattle-based
grunge rock to jazz-fusion
rock. There are also acts that
transcend rock, yet are nonetheless popular, like Whitney
Houston and the Notorious
B.I.G.
An act is eligible for nomination 25 years after its first
recording, though it is uncommon for an act to be inducted
in the first year of eligibility.
Acts such as Deep Purple and
Kiss were not nominated or
inducted until more than 40
years after their first record.
And even when an act is nominated, it doesn’t necessarily
lead to a timely induction.
Current nominees like Kraftwerk, Thin Lizzy and MC5

Photo courtesy of Ultimateclassicrock.com

The Rock & Roll Hall of Fame recently released the nominees to be considered for induction in 2020. The list includes famous artists such as Whitney
Houston, Iron Maiden, MC5 and Judas Priest. The nomination process begins with a committee and culminates in a fan vote ending in January.

have been stuck in nomination
limbo for years. They have
a combined 12 nominations
among them and have yet to
be inducted.
The nomination process
begins with a committee
which selects the candidates
to be nominated. Then, more
than 1,000 music experts vote
on a ballot of nominees. According to the Hall of Fame’s
website, these individuals are
looking for bands that “have
had a significant impact on
the development, evolution

and preservation of Rock and
Roll.” The influence on future
acts and the originality of an
act also play a large role in
their nomination.
There is also a fan vote, and
anyone who visits the Hall can
participate. While those in the
committee do not have to honor the fan vote, until this year
the top nominee in the fan
vote has been inducted into
the hall that same year.
Two of the top three in the
fan vote, Motley Crüe and Iron
Maiden, have yet to receive a

nomination from the committee. The aversion that the Hall
has had to heavy metal bands
has been notable, as Black
Sabbath and Metallica are the
only bands from that genre to
have ever been inducted. Judas Priest and Mötörhead are
both in the class of 2020, and
their induction would double the representation of the
genre in the Hall.
The German band Kraftwerk is also looking to make
history, as it hopes to join a
small list of bands in the Hall

that come from a country
where English is not the primary spoken language. ABBA
is among the few bands that
it would join, should it be inducted.
The fate of these acts are
in part up to the fans, who are
eligible to submit an online
ballot until January 2020. All
that is required is to type in
the phrase “rock hall fan vote”
into Google, and people will
be able to submit their top five
choices for induction. Voting
can be done once a day.
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Florals illuminate art and beauty

B Y N OELLE U LLERY
6WDৼ:ULWHU
After driving around for
10 minutes to find a parking
spot, I was curious to see if
it was the “Art in Bloom” exhibit that was drawing in the
crowd on a Friday afternoon.
My friend and I walked up a
long, steep hill and entered
the pristine Cincinnati Art
Museum to quickly learn that
the primary demographic
on that day was white, older
women. Neither of us fit that
category, but we still enjoyed
the exhibit.
According to the website,
the theme of “Art in Bloom”
was LIGHT. I admit that I did
not know what to expect, but
how would light tie in with
floral arrangements? Before I
could worry about the meaning behind the floral displays,
my friend and I had to find
where the exhibit was located.
We wandered through the
main floor hallways, seeking
vases and flowers but instead
finding ancient art exhibits.
Without the floral arrangements, there were few people
in these exhibits. It brought
a quiet, serene environment
compared to the busy, vibrant lobby. I realized that
the crowded parking lot was
because of the “Art in Bloom”
exhibit. What was all the
hype about, and where were
these flowers?

had a statement of intent, explaining the meaning or relation to the artwork. One floral display that caught my eye
was delicately placed in a blue
mosaic vase. It was dedicated
to our mothers and grandmothers who light our way
every day.
While this religious art
piece aligned with the light
theme perfectly, other floral arrangements echoed the
theme in different sentiments.
A display of white and peach
roses encompassed the surrounding eucalyptus, greens
and smokebush, which embodied the “Fog on Guernsey” art
piece. The cascading arrangement enhanced the painting’s
lighter hues, highlighting the
brightness of the piece.
Despite the hassle of finding the pieces as I walked
around the museum, the layout of the exhibit reinforced
the theme of light. Light can
be bright or dim, and its ex3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI&LQFLQQDWLDUWPXVHXPRUJ
&LQFLQQDWL$UW0XVHXP·VH[KLELW´$UWLQ%ORRPµFRPELQHGEHDXWLIXOÁRUDODUUDQJHPHQWVZLWKVKRZFDVHVRI perience is dependent on each
GLIIHUHQWDUWZRUNV7KHV\PEROLVPRIWKHÁRZHUVHQKDQFHGWKHPHDQLQJDQGH[SHULHQFHRIWKHVHZRUNVRIDUW person.
Meandering
throughout
Eventually, we found our resent artwork throughout flowers located in the exhibit the museum allowed visitors
way to the Great Hall, a wide, various time periods.
of American art. Full of pink enough time to interpret the
open space that advertised
We headed to the second stargazer lilies, blue roses arrangements themselves unthe “Art in Bloom” exhibit. floor, and as we traveled up and purple irises, the flowers til they came upon another
An employee explained that the grand staircase, the noise complemented the Jennie W. floral display.
the exhibit was scattered level dramatically increased. Mitchell Memorial Window.
The variety of lights, flowthroughout the museum. It It was evident that the major- The artwork, a stained-glass ers, colors and beautiful works
was purposely designed to ity of people at the museum window illuminating Mary of art featured at “Art in
encourage visitors to walk were on the second floor to was created to inspire us to Bloom” provided something
through the rest of the build- see “Art in Bloom.”
look up to God and our ances- for everyone, even if there
ing and see how different
When I reached the top, I tors for guidance.
was a certain demographic on
floral arrangements can rep- was greeted by a vase full of
Each floral arrangement that Friday afternoon.

Victoria’s Secret promotes inclusivity approach
new, more inclusive approach
in their marketing strategies
may have stemmed from the
backlash they faced at the end
of last year after Ed Razek,
the former Chief Marketing
Officer for Victoria’s Secret,
expressed a significant disinterest in hiring transgender
models. After receiving many
negative responses to this
claim, Razek eventually issued
a public apology and retired at
the beginning of this year.
Victoria Secret’s partnership with Bluebella is one way
that the company is gearing
their marketing efforts to be
more inclusive. The brand
hopes to make this project a
representation of what is to
come for their products in
the future, especially when
it comes to creating a more
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI(OOHFRP
all-encompassing customer
9LFWRULD·V6HFUHWDSRSXODUOLQJHULHEUDQGKLUHG$OL7DWH&XWOHU IDUULJKW D´SOXVVL]HµPRGHODVSDUWRIDGHDO base.
ZLWK%OXHEHOOD7KH\DOVRKLUHG9DOHQWLQD6DPSLDRDWUDQVJHQGHUPRGHOPDUNLQJDPRYHWRZDUGLQFOXVLYLW\
This newly created line is
meant
to provide lingerie for
B Y K ATE F ERRELL
October that Ali Tate Cutler,
This announcement espe- every woman and to give op6WDৼ:ULWHU
a Size 14 model, would be a cially came as a surprise to tions that are not only comPopular lingerie brand Vic- leading model in the cam- junior Madison Colbert, who fortable, but also flattering to
toria’s Secret has launched a paign for the new Victoria’s couldn’t tell that any of the many different body types. In
new collaborative campaign Secret line with Bluebella, a models in the above picture the words of the campaign,
with another lingerie brand, body-positive lingerie brand. were supposedly plus-sized. “each piece is designed for
Bluebella. A special hallmark This came to the world as a “She’s not really that much modern, empowered, and conof this launch is the brand’s shock as Victoria’s Secret has bigger than the other girls…” fident women.”
inclusion of a plus-sized mod- been known to only include Colbert noted about Cutler.
This new initiative makes
el, a move that had never been smaller sized women as their “Size 14 is a pretty regular it unsurprising that they have
made by the company before. models in various promotion- size.”
started to hire traditionally
The brand’s move toward a excluded models like Cutler.
It was announced in early al materials.

Cutler seems to be the first
effort that company has made
in order to create a more inclusive image for their brand.
In addition, it was recently
released that Victoria’s Secret
had hired their first transgender model, Valentina Sampaio, to use in future projects
as well. This has been lauded as another revolutionary
and progressive move for the
brand as a whole.
Colbert wasn’t so sure that
the including Cutler as plussize. “I feel like (including a
Size 14 model as plus-size) is
just increasing the standards
for what a woman should look
like… it kinda reinforces the
idea that even plus-size models should be skinnier than
they actually are,” Colbert
said.
The line was released on
Oct. 4, the same day Cutler
posted on her Instagram to
announce her involvement
in the campaign. Her post
consisted of a picture of her
wearing a black lacy lingerie
one piece from the collection
and a caption that shared her
excitement about being a part
of the campaign. Her caption
goes on to mention how Victoria’s Secret is a brand that she
has “idolized” since she was a
teen and that she is “stoked” to
work with them.
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Get to know your campus ghosts

B Y M O J UENGER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
In honor of the upcoming spooky season, the Newswire has chosen to highlight some of the underrepresented voices: those of
the campus ghosts.
This week, I interviewed some of Xavier’s most outspoken spirits in order to shed some light on the issues our ghosts are experiencing. I
saw first-hand the problems these prominent figures of our past are facing and asked them how we can make our school more ghost-inclusive.
I met with Sister S. Kelly Tonne on Sunday morning at 3:03 a.m. in Edgecliff Hall. Her story is similar to that of many of the ghosts I’ve
spoken to in this process; she was a former teacher, and with ungraded papers and midterms coming up at her passing, she left Xavier with
unfinished business.
“I’ve heard a really troubling amount of anti-ghost rhetoric growing on campus the past few years,” Tonne noted at the beginning of her
interview. “There’s just so much media out there designed to spirit-shame, and it’s festering into this toxic culture. SAC is even putting up
those Dent Schoolhouse gravestones — how is that supposed to make us feel? People are openly using words like ‘ghoul’ and ‘banshee,’ and the
administration really isn’t making an effort to combat it. Back in my day, we were a lot more supernaturally correct.”
In McDonald Library, I spoke to former English major Barry DeLive about his thoughts on the current state of campus accessibility.
“This is awful. Yeah, ghosts can pass through walls, but you still need your ALL Card to get into the Alter Honors Lounge. No one tells you
you’re supposed to die with your ALL Card, and now I have to spend eternity reading in the library,” DeLive said. “The honors program elitism
doesn’t even pass with you to the ethereal plane. How dumb is that?”
Former ethics professor Dr. Rick Armortis noted the administrative struggles still present for non-tenured and non-living professors.
“I’ve been teaching here for years, and I’ve been pushing for a Paranormal Studies program for the past decade,” he said, “but at faculty meetings, they don’t even listen to me. It’s like they can’t see or hear a thing I say.”
Ghosts on campus are responding to their lack of equity by planning a strike: There will be no more on campus haunting after Oct. 30.
Protest leader Clara Voyant had this message for the administration: “We’re moving all of our hauntings out of Xavier next Thursday. We’ll be
moving our ghostly activities to Cleneay, Hudson, Jonathan and Dana. We’re taking our boos off campus for Halloweekend.”

Horrorscopes
Aries: Mars sees a serial killer attack
in your near future. Try not to go to
summer camp this week.

Taurus: Watch out, this week you’re
going to get ghosted! Prepare to experience the spookiest thing of all: the sudden end of a relationship you thought
was going well.
Gemini: Try to work out your group
costume with your friends ASAP. If you
don’t get informed until the last minute,
you might be stuck being Scrappy Doo.
Cancer: According to the moon, you’re
going to see something spooky this
week! That could mean anything from
zombies to a serial killer to Nosferatu…Shoot, I don’t know, they just said
“something scary.” Give me a break.

Leo: This Halloween, stay in a real

haunted mansion. Even if you die, it’ll
be a better time than if you watched
the movie Haunted Mansion. Boom!
Take that, 2003 Eddie Murphy movie!

Virgo: Are you scared of Micheal
Myers? Well, he shouldn’t scare you as
much as Mike Myers’s performance in
The Love Guru. Gosh dang! I am destroying these 2000s comedies tonight!

Libra: The stars know you’ve been

Last Week’s Answer Key
DOWN

wondering, “If ‘Monster Mash’ is so
good, why did they never make a ‘Monster Mash 2?’” They want you to know
they did. It’s called ‘Monster’s Holiday’
and it’s about Christmas.

1. BEANBAG chairs have existed
for 51 years
2. You can’t trust WIKIPEDIA
4. We love FAIRNESS in America
5. Last weekend was Muskie
MADNESS

Scorpio: You’re going to be invited to

ACROSS

a big halloween party this year! You’ll
have a blast, but maybe don’t wear your
Charlie Chaplin costume.

Sagittarius: Jupiter wants you to
know “The Great Pumpkin” is 100%
real. Do with this information what you
will. Maybe start a cult.
Capricorn: You’re never too old to go
trick-or-treating as long as you’re wearing a costume and as long as it’s not
one of those low-effort costumes like
“college student.”
Aquarius: Saturn wants to trade you a
Three Musketeers for your Milky Way.
Definitely don’t take that trade, Milky
Way is clearly the superior candy.

Pisces: You think you know fear? You

think you can watch a few movies and
suddenly you know what it means to be
afraid? Pitiful. You don’t know fear. You
don’t know the true definition of fear
until you’ve stared into the cold, dark
eyes of the Blue Blob.

Fictionary

Your weekly well of wacky words™
B Y T ESS B REWER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Frightmare: Menial, yet horrifying dream (Ex: being
trapped in an elevator... while that elevator perpetually
plays “We Built this City” on repeat).
Nicagephobia: Extreme or irrational fear that Nicholas
Cage is waiting ominously around every corner.
Poesession: When the ghost of Edgar Allan Poe takes
residence in your body. It is usually only for the month
of October. Symptoms include hearing suspicious thudding beneath the floorboards and noticing that ravens are
more talkative than usual.

3. LAVA lampa have existed for
51 years
6. You don’t want your grandma
to find your PARAPHERNALIA
7. Younger siblings are known for
acting like BUFFOONS
8. Your favorite Italian video
game character is MARIO
9. DOMINOS is s pretty decent
pizza chain
10. Charlie believes his plan
should CONTINUE

Try this spooky word
search... if you dare. Find
the answer key in next
week’s issue (10/30/19).
Spooky

Pumpkin

Fester

Blob

Ethereal

Frightmare

Halloweekend

Nicagephobia

Ghosted

Poesession

